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Dear Paul,, 	 4/30/91 

Apparently the student recorded the fax number incorrectly. Moreover, the college 
would not let her use the machine which is, supposedly, only for college business. So, 
when she could not fax the pages you want at one she phoned me, I got the book and drove 

'into town, had the pages enlarged to letter size, and they could not ring through on the 
number, after many efforts, the most recent a few minutes ago, about an hour after the 
first effort. The number the student wrote is 213/B58-7522. 

I'm sorry I did not take youviAumber when you offered it but we make few toll calls 
because our resources and income are limited and we are it the age where we can run into 
major expenses not covered by Medicare or insurance. But for the future I'd better have 
it because it is unlisted. I did get a number for Paul Schrade, 656-5623, got a recorded 
announcement I could not make out, and left a message when I got the signal. 

• 
In any event, I have a clear merox, one is at the place that does our large xeroxing 

jobs and has a fax, and I'll get the clear copy I have in the mail this evening.In the 
event I am not called by one of you first. 

In the event you get some flack over JFK autopsy photos being sold commercially, as 
they are, this is because the Secret Service photographer who did the minting made him-
self some copies and then gave them or copies from them- to at least one other person. I 
have been told that the Powers used so much by Lifton sold them for V>50 each. I am also 
told that they are being offered by Hawkins, of the Collectors Acrhive, in Quebec. But 
whatever is being sold could be sold only because the Secret Service behaved improperly. 

So far as pictures of JFK's clothing is concerned, the Cossion published them 
and the Archives sold me color pridts of lit least some and bl Stand-whites of others 
that were placed into evidence by the Commission. 

The copy I used in Poet Mortem was from either of two sources: provided by the 
Department of Justice in a lawsuit brought by Jim garrison in the District of Columbia 
courts, not federal, or by the Archives. I've forgotten which. It was made public both 
times, by the government. 

The copies I made for L.Tim iesar were made from a large series of such records dis-
closed to me by the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice. Having been dis-
closed should any copies be required from that source, they should be readily available. 
10 FOIA proceeaings 'would be required. All they'd have to do it; go to the AT file num-
ber on those copies. 

If Helen wrote the number incorrectly as I repeated to to her, I'm sorry, as I are 
about the delay. 

Of' course I still hope to hear by phone from one of you, from you because it was 
not faxed and from Schrade in response to the message I left on his machine. 

Best wishes, 

Wit/4/ 


